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TYT TH-UV3R :: radio does not upload memories to CHIRP

Normal

Description
1. What is the behavior you are seeing?
Radio connected to Windows PC running CHIRP. Communications appears to take place, but, uploaded data is blank.
2. What is the behavior you were expecting?
Uploaded data would have the contents of the radio as programmed (44 memory channels).
3. Can you reproduce the problem all the time?
Yes.
4. What are the steps required to reproduce the problem?
A. Connect radio
B. Start CHIRP
C. Execute command to download from radio
D. Observe radio display and blinking LED, indicating process is working
E. Observe that resulting img file has 25 blank entries
5. Is this specific to a certain radio model (driver) or something that you can reproduce with another radio?
Yes; also ...
-- this installation of CHIRP 0.3.1 works fine with Icom IC-T7H, and,
-- the TYT radio works fine with the factory-native program (same physical port interface).
Note:
'New Issue' tool shows only two possible entries for CHIRP version
and neither is 0.3.1 so ... I selected 'daily'; even though this test
was from the 0.3.1 release

Associated revisions
Revision 2364:807b4fefccbf - 02/01/2015 01:32 am - Eric Allen
Add support for new firmware in TYT TH-UV3R that supports 2.5kHz steps.
This hopefully fixes #1227
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Revision 2363:892e08f8a0d5 - 02/01/2015 09:13 pm - Dan Smith
Add TYT UV3R_2.5kHz image from Eric Allen
Related to #1227

Revision 2365:34c2a6259c6c - 02/01/2015 09:37 pm - Dan Smith
Normalize the name for the TYT TH-UV3R 2.5kHz driver
Related to #1227

History
#1 - 04/28/2020 10:37 pm - Bernhard Hailer
- Target version set to chirp-daily
- Model affected changed from (All models) to TYT TH-UV3R

Does a recent version of Chirp resolve your problem?

#2 - 06/15/2020 04:12 pm - Bernhard Hailer
- Status changed from New to Closed

We assume it's fixed until told so otherwise.
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